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Abstract: Current study is aiming to find a more suitable behavioral fatigue index for Air 

Traffic Controllers(ATC) using PVT test and fatigue self-assessment questionnaires as 

tools, and gives these tests before and after ATC duty. Through PVT test and 

self-assessment questionnaire, this finding indicates hit rate and hit response time (the 

first 20% trials) of PVT can be potential fatigue index since we found first 2min hit 

response time of air traffic controller(ATC) after duty is significantly longer than before 

duty, together with the hit rate after duty is lower than before duty. 8 items in Stanford 

Sleepiness Scale(SSS) and Visual Analogy Scale(VAS) also show significant difference 

in self assessment on fatigue. ATCs think themselves are much more fatigue after duty 

than before duty.Besides, ATCs in regional control area show significant fatigue effect 

than those in terminal control area, indicating different work load in two different 

working areas. Those ATC work at night especially in midnight show much more 

significant fatigue than those work in the daytime showed by longer first 20% hit 

response time. In sum, hit rate and first 20% (first 2min) hit response time can be 

effective fatigue indexes of ATC. 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of China's civil aviation industry, the passenger flow of civil 

aviation is also increasing rapidly. In this case, the working pressure of China's air traffic 

controllers(ATC) is also increasing. The data of the British aviation safety voluntary reporting 

system show that 13% of the operating errors are related to human factor especially the mental 

fatigue[1-4]. Research found that in the past 20 years (1987-2007), 70% of civil aviation accidents 

were related to human error[5]. It can be seen that monitoring the fatigue of controllers is of great 

significance to the protection of aviation safety. The International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO) defines the fatigue of ATC as a state in which the alertness and ability to perform safety 

related duties of controllers are reduced due to lack of sleep, prolonged wakefulness, biological 

rhythm, psychological or physiological workload and other reasons, there are also many other 

definitions of fatigue, all of which indicate that mental fatigue will lead lower work efficiency and 

performance [6-10]. 
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There are many methods to monitor the fatigue, including biological monitoring methods such as 

HRV, ECG and so on [10-16]. Although the results are relatively accurate, the operation is complex 

and time-consuming, because the operating conditions are harsh, and it needs to be carried out in 

special situations or places, with high cost. Thus this kind of method is not practical in the actual 

work scenario. In addition, it can also be monitored by subjective evaluation scale, but this kind of 

scale is evaluated by ATC themselves, with strong subjectivity, and may not be able to reflect 

objective fatigue situation. PVT test has the advantages of simplicity and fast operation and can 

accurately reflect the objective fatigue level of the tested person, especially the fatigue caused by 

sleep deprivation, irregular biological clock, sleep disorders and other reasons, which is very suitable 

for monitoring the fatigue of ATC in actual work scene [17-21]. This method is based on the 

simplest reaction time test. Its principle is that when the human body is tired, the alertness will be 

reduced. Therefore, the reaction time of the alertness test (quickly respond to random stimuli) will be 

prolonged correspondingly, and the error rate will also rise at the same time[20, 22].If ATC does 

have fatigue, he will show significant differences in some indicators of PVT in pre-test and post-test, 

such as reaction time, hit rate and so on. If there is no significant fatigue effect, it shows that the 

scheduling system of ATC is reasonable and will not cause serious fatigue of controllers. 

In view of the fact that the fatigue state of ATC will seriously affect the safety of aviation 

operation, it is of great significance to find some relatively stable, accurate and sensitive indicators 

for monitoring ATC fatigue, which is the object of current study. In addition, the data of current 

study are not collected on the simulator, but collected before and after completing the actual control 

task in the actual workplace without affecting the rest and working state of ATC. It is closer to the 

actual fatigue state of the controller's work, and has high practical value. In addition, although the 

international research process on the fatigue of controllers is relatively fast, the research on the PVT 

index of ATC is rare in China. It is of great significance to find a PVT index that is more suitable for 

China ATC. 

2. Experimental process 

2.1 Experimental process 

In current study, PVT test is used to detect the fatigue level of controllers. The specific 

experimental process is as follows. A series of letters will appear on the screen in sequence, 

including a pair of letters as target letters, such as T-G. when T and G appear successively, the 

subject is required to press the space bar as soon as possible when the next paired target letter 

appears on the screen. The target letter will be informed to the controller and practiced before the 

experiment. The interval between the appearance of each letter is 1000ms, and it is kept for 15ms on 

the screen. There are 600 trials (that is, a total of 600 paired letters appear on the screen), and one 

experiment lasts for 10 minutes. 

The psychological scales commonly used in the literature to detect fatigue include the Stanford 

Sleepiness Scale (SSS) and the visual analogue scale (VAS)[23-27],they were all used in current 

study.  

This experiment requires the controllers participating in the experiment to complete above tasks 

and record a number of indicators before their duty which is pre-duty test. After completing the duty 

task, they are required to complete same test as post-duty test. 

2.2 Subjects 

All participants in current study come from Air Traffic Management Bureau in China, 258 

person-time from terminal control area and 362 person-time from regional control area. They all 
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attend experiment fully informed and voluntarily after signing informed consent and all received 

enough compensation fee. Participants must finish the same PVT task once before and after their air 

traffic control duty. 

According to the working hours of controllers, the duty hours in a day can be roughly divided into 

four shifts, from 8 a.m. to 12 a.m., from 12 a.m. to 18 a.m., from 18 a.m. to 24 a.m., and from 24 a.m. 

to 8 a.m. We classify the first two shifts into day shift and the last two shifts into night shift. The data 

of 302 day shift controllers and 318 night shift controllers were collected in this study. At the initial 

stage, the data that only completed the pre-duty test or the post-duty test have been screened out and 

620 person time data have been retained finally.  

3. Experimental results 

3.1 PVT analysis results of all controllers 

The repeated measurement ANOVA test was carried out on the 620 person-time of pre-duty and 

post-duty data, and the data differences between the pre-duty and post-duty data of the same ATC on 

the same shift were tested in pair. The results showed that there was a significant difference in the hit 

rate between the pre-duty and post-duty data. Other traditional PVT indicators, including hit 

response time, false alarm rate, C value, d 'value, did not show statistical differences. Considering 

that the test time is 10 minutes and the duration is long, which may lead to the practice effect, the 

data of the first 20% of the trials, that is, the first 2 minutes, are intercepted for analysis. The results 

showed that there was a significant difference between pre-duty and post-duty reaction time in the 

first 20% trials, and the post-duty reaction time was longer than the pre-duty reaction time. The 

repeated measurement ANOVA test results showed that the average value of post-duty hit reaction 

time (the first 20% trials) was longer than pre-duty, indicating fatigue effect. The specific results are 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Statistical Test Result of Fatigue Index of ATC  

Indicator time Average time F p value 

Hit response time (first 

20% trials)(ms) 

Pre-duty 421.69 
5.276 0.022 

Post-duty 429.00 

Hit rate 
Pre-duty 0.97 

4.419 0.043 
Post-duty 0.96 

The interaction test of these two indicators was carried out to test the interaction of duty shift 

(before and after duty), work location (regional, terminal) and duty time (day shift and night shift), 

showing no significant interaction effect of these three factors. 

3.2 PVT analysis results of controllers in different positions 

Table 2 Statistical Test Result of Fatigue Index of ATC in Different Attended Position 

position indicator time average F p value 

Regional control area Hit rate 
Pre-duty 0.97 

4.210 0.042 
Post-duty 0.96 

Terminal control area 
Hit response 

time(ms) 

Pre-duty 423.33 
3.912 0.049 

Post-duty 417.92 

The repeated measurement ANOVA test results of the hit rate of the regional control air traffic 

controller show that the hit rate after the duty is significantly lower than that before the duty, 

indicating significant fatigue effect. The repeated measurement ANOVA test results of the hit 

response time from terminal control area show that the post-duty hit response time is shorter than 
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that of pre-duty, indicating that there is no significant fatigue phenomenon. The specific results are 

shown in Table 2. 

3.3 PVT analysis results of controllers at different duty hours 

We group the data of all controllers according to the duty period of the controllers. The 

controllers who work after 8 a.m. and leave before 6 p.m. are defined as day shift controllers, those 

who work after 6 p.m. and those who leave before 8 a.m. are defined as night shift controllers. After 

analyzing the data of these two different duty hours, it is found that among the controllers on day 

shift, the hit response time shows a significant difference between before and after the duty. The 

repeated measurement ANOVA test results show that the hit response time after duty is shorter than 

the hit response time before duty, which means that there is no significant fatigue effect, but a more 

obvious practice effect. Among the controllers on night shift duty, there is a significant difference in 

the hit response time (the first 20% trials) before and after work. The repeated measurement 

ANOVA test results show the average hit response time after work is significantly longer than the 

average hit response time before work, showing the most obvious fatigue effect. The specific results 

are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Statistical Test Result of Fatigue Index of ATC in Different Attended Time 

Duty time indicator time average F p value 

Day shift Hit response time(ms) 
Pre-duty 428.75 

11.309 0.001 
Post-duty 419.94 

Night shift 
Hit response time (first 

20% trials) (ms) 

Pre-duty 420.80 
6.219 0.014 

Post-duty 432.72 

3.4 Subjective fatigue questionnaire analysis results 

The data analysis of Stanford Sleepiness Scale(SSS) and visual analogue scale(VAS) show that 

there are significant differences in the pre-test and post-test scores of all controllers, regional control 

area controllers, terminal control area controllers, day shift controllers and night shift controllers on 

all 9 items. And the trend of scoring on each item is similar. In SSS item 1, VAS item 2 (anxiety and 

worry), VAS item 5 (irritability), VAS item 6 (degree of nerve retardation) and VAS item 7 

(sleepiness), the post-duty score is significantly higher than the pre-test score. The higher the score is, 

the more tired the controller's self-evaluation state is. On the four items of VAS item 1 (able to 

concentrate), VAS item 3 (energetic), VAS item 4 (feeling confident) and VAS item 8 (speaking 

willingness), the post-test score is significantly lower than the pre-test score. The lower the score is, 

the more tired the controller's self-evaluation is. According to the results of subjective fatigue 

assessment scale, controllers regard that they are more tired after work. 

4. Discussion 

According to the analysis results of PVT, there is a significant difference in the hit response time 

(the first 20% trials) and hit rate of all controllers caused by fatigue before and after work. In 

previous studies, it has also been found that the response time and hit rate of PVT Test can show 

significant fatigue effect [18]. In this study, the initial statistical test did not find a significant 

difference in hit response time (all trials). Considering that the test duration is 10 minutes which is 

long, there may be practice effect, which offsets the fatigue effect. Therefore, the average hit 

response time of the first 20% of trials were selected for analysis, and the results show a significant 

fatigue effect. It shows that the hit response time (the first 20% trials) and hit rate can be used as 

indicators of controller fatigue effect to a certain extent. When the controllers are divided into 
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regional controllers and terminal controllers according to their work locations, it is found that for 

regional controllers, the hit rate shows a significant fatigue effect, and the hit rate decreases after 

duty. In the post-duty test of the terminal controller, the average hit response time is significantly 

shorter than the pre-duty hit response time, indicating that there is no significant fatigue effect. This 

difference may be caused by the difference in workload levels between the two areas to a certain 

extent. 

When the controllers are divided into day shift and night shift according to their duty time, the 

analysis results show that the controllers on day shift have a significant difference in the reaction 

time before and after work, but this difference shows practice effect. The reaction time after work is 

significantly shorter than that of pre-duty. The analysis results of night shift controllers found that the 

difference between pre-duty and post-duty hit response time was not significant. When the first 20% 

of the hit response time was intercepted for analysis, it showed a significant fatigue effect, and the 

post-duty response time was significantly longer than the pre-duty response time. 

In general, the hit response time did not show a significant fatigue effect in the data of all 

controllers, but the hit response time of terminal controllers and day shift controllers showed a 

significant exercise effect, indicating that a long time of testing may lead to the effect of exercise 

effect masking the fatigue effect.  

This result is more meaningful. On the one hand, it suggests that a long-time PVT testing will still 

lead to a certain degree of practice effect. In practical application, the time should be limited to 2 

minutes, and its sensitivity to fatigue level will be higher. On the other hand, it reminds us that the 

workload of terminal controllers and day shift controllers may not be too heavy, which will have 

positive guiding significance for the arrangement of controllers' scheduling. 

The hit rate of regional controllers shows a significant fatigue effect, which indicates that the 

workload of regional controllers is heavier than that of terminal controllers. In addition, there was no 

significant difference in the hit response time of night shift controllers, but there was a significant 

fatigue effect in the hit response time of the first 20% trials. The average hit response time (the first 

20% trials) after the duty is 432.72ms, which is about 12ms longer than 420.80ms of pre-duty. It 

fully explains that the night shift controllers have obvious fatigue, which may be caused by workload 

and biological clock. 

The above results show that the hit response time (the first 20% trials) and hit rate in this study 

can be used as effective indicators of controller fatigue. The hit response time of the whole test 

duration has a significant practice effect on terminal controllers and day shift controllers, while there 

is no significant difference between the hit response time of regional controllers and night shift 

controllers. A possible explanation is that the workload of regional controllers and night shift 

controllers is greater than that of terminal and day shift controllers, but their fatigue effect is offset 

by the practice effect caused by longer-term testing, therefore, there is no significant difference in 

this indicator. This also proves the existence of fatigue effect to a certain extent. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, through current study, it is proved that the controllers have fatigue effect, and the 

hit rate and hit response time (the first 20% trials) can be used as effective indicators of fatigue. It 

can be used as a reference for the practical work of controller fatigue monitoring, measurement and 

management. This study proves that the 2-minute PVT test can reflect the fatigue state of controllers 

through certain indicators, which can greatly shorten the PVT test time, which is of great 

significance for practical application. 

In addition, this study also shows the subjective measurement scale can be used as an auxiliary 

means of fatigue measurement and monitoring, but it cannot accurately and objectively reflect real 
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fatigue condition. 
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